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Governed by a board of directors, and guided 
by the Northern Territory Natural Resource 
Management Plan, TNRM has a current 
membership of 82 organisations operating in or 
representing residents of the NT. 

As a membership organisation, community 
participation and input in our activities is 
important to us. TNRM members include industry 
bodies, Landcare and community groups, local 
government, Indigenous organisations, primary 
producers and local businesses.

TNRM membership is free and open to all 
entities that have an interest in natural resource 
management in the Northern Territory, are based in 
the Northern Territory, or represent residents of the 
Northern Territory.

Territory Natural Resource 
Management (TNRM) is an 
independent not-for-profit, 
membership based organisation 
which has been working with 
landholders, community groups, 
industry and government since 2005 
to ensure sustainable management 
of water, land, soils and biodiversity 
in the Northern Territory

About Us
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Aboriginal Carbon Foundation

ABS Scrofa (Australia) Pty Ltd 
trading as Wild Science

Anindilyakwa Land and Sea 
Rangers

Arafura Swamp Rangers 
Aboriginal Corporation

Arid Lands Environment Centre

Australian Vegetation 
Management Services

Barkly Landcare and 
Conservation Association

Batchelor Institute Indigenous 
Tertiary Education

Bawinanga Aboriginal 
Corporation

Big Gecko

Bradshaw and Timber Creek 
Contracting and Resource 
Company

Centralian Land Management 
Association (CLMA)

Charles Darwin University, 
College of Engineering, IT & 
Environment

City Of Darwin

City of Palmerston

Connect Environmental

Conservation Volunteers 
Australia

Creative Territory

Darwin Aquaculture Centre

Deewin Kirim Aboriginal 
Corporation

Demed Association

Desert Knowledge Australia

Dhimurru Aboriginal Corporation

Eco Logical Australia

Ecoservices NT

EcOz Environmental Services

Environment Centre NT

Environmental Defenders Office 
NT

Fire Stick and Associates

Friends of Fogg Dam

Friends of Mitchell Creek 
Catchment Landcare Group

Frogwatch

Greening Australia (NT) Limited

Heytesbury Cattle Company

Indigenous Land and Sea 
Corporation

Industry Skills Advisory Council 
NT (ISACNT)

Jawoyn Association

Lakeside Drive Community 
Garden

Land for Wildlife (hosted by Low 
Ecological Services)

Landcare NT

Larrakia Nation Aboriginal 
Corporation

Litchfield Council

Live and Learn Environmental 
Education

Ludmilla Creek Landcare Group

Mabunji Aboriginal Resource 
Association Inc.

Malak Marketplace Inc.

MB Consulting (NT) Pty Ltd

McMinns Lagoon Reserve 
Assoc. Inc.

Mimal Land Management 
Aboriginal Corporation

Minerals Council of Australia - 
NT Division

MTP Contracting Pty Ltd

National Association for 
Sustainable Agriculture Australia 
(NASAA)

North Australian Rural 
Management Consultants 
(NARMCO)

Northern Land Council

Northern Territory Cattleman’s 
Association

NT Farmers Association

NT Seafood Council

Olive Pink Botanic Garden

Outback Helicopter Airwork NT

Outbush Contracting

Regional Development Australia 
NT

Roper Gulf Regional Council

Roper River Landcare Group

Savannah Guides Limited

Savanna Solutions Pty Ltd

Savannah Way Limited

Shilo Station

SLR Consulting Pty Ltd

Snappy Gum Consulting

Tanya Izod & Associates

Thamarrurr Development 
Corporation - Thamarrurr 
Rangers

T.H.E. Kakadu Plum

The Milingimbi and Outstations 
Progress Resource Association 
Inc. (MOPRA)

The Nature Conservancy Limited

Tjuwanpa Outstation Resource 
Centre – Tjuwanpa Women 
Rangers

Top End Native Plant Society

Triple P Contracting

Twin Hill Aboriginal Corporation

Victoria River District 
Conservation Association 
(VRDCA)

Wangamaty (Lower Daly) Land 
Management Group

Western Desert Nganampa 
Walytja Palyantjaku Tjutaku 
Aboriginal Corporation (The 
Purple House)

Yagbani Aboriginal Corporation
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Top End
Climate
Tropical monsoonal

Size and population
Makes up 13% of the NT’s landmass and is home to 70% of NT’s 
population

Regional profile
Characterised by mangrove-lined coasts, wetlands, floodplains 
and sandstone plateau. Approximately 70% of the region is under 
Aboriginal freehold title

Conservation
33% of land is protected areas, 65% of this is Indigenous 
Protected Areas

Major feral animals and weeds
Buffalo, cats, pigs, cane toads, gamba grass, bellyache bush, 
mimosa, olive hymenachne, parkinsonia, mission grass and grader 
grass

Notable 2019-20 NRM activities 
TNRM collaborated with Parks Australia, NT Government, nine 
individual Indigenous ranger groups, Charles Darwin University 
and numerous local NRM businesses in the delivery of year two 
activities for a five-year Regional Land Partnerships (RLP) project 
aiming to reduce the threat of invasive species and the occurrence 
of threatening processes affecting Kakadu and West Arnhem Land. 
Activities engaged over 200 individuals in project events and on-
ground activities including control of feral buffalo and pigs; gamba 
grass and Mimosa pigra control and monitoring; and fine scale fire 
management to protect sandstone heath vegetation.

In 2020 with the onset of COVID-19, TNRM management and 
staff took advantage of enforced travel restrictions using the time 
for discussion and development of proposals for strategic natural 
resource management activities to protect Top End environments 
and biodiversity, and encourage adoption of sustainable practices. 
The hours spent in consultation and planning during the latter 
part of the year have resulted in TNRM entering into contracts to 
facilitate and deliver a number of significant community focused 
projects which will be realised in 2020-2021.

Travel restrictions were also conducive for TNRM to work with the 
Top End forestry industry to produce guidelines for sustainable 
forestry management in the NT. Supported with funding from 
the Australian Government Smart Farms Small Grants program, 
TNRM staff facilitated a working group focused on sustainable 
forestry practices specific to the NT. Guidelines were compiled and 
will be finalised for use in 2020-2021.

Tablelands
Climate
Semi-arid

Size and population
The Tablelands, also known as 
the Barkly region, covers 15% of 
NT’s land mass and is home to 
3% of the NT’s population

Regional profile
Nearly three-quarters of the 
region is under pastoral lease. It 
is an area of semi-arid savanna 
and wetlands and lake systems

Conservation
1.4% of land is protected areas

Major feral animals and 
weeds
Donkeys, mesquite, parkinsonia, 
prickly acacia and rubber bush 

Notable 2019-20 NRM 
activities 
TNRM focus in the Barkly region 
for this year was to progress 
regional aspirations identified 
in the NRM plan, and planning 
for coordinated prickle bush 
control. A planned roadshow 
was deferred due to COVID-19, 
and most engagement was 
conducted through telephone 
and online. TNRM staff engaged 
property managers in phone 
surveys to identify current land 
management practices, and 
attitudes towards conservation 
and the protection of native 
vegetation.

TNRM’s home is the Territory
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Gulf Savanna
Climate
Sub-tropical

Size and population
Makes up 23% of NT’s land mass and is home to 
9% of the NT’s population

Regional profile
A variety of ecosystems including arid, savanna, 
plateau and coastal waters and islands. Nearly two-
thirds of region under pastoral lease

Conservation
13% of the land is protected areas which includes 3 
Indigenous Protected Areas

Major feral animals and weeds
Horses, donkeys, buffalos, pigs, cats, dogs, cane 
toads, mesquite, prickly acacia, parkinsonia, chinee 
apple, mimosa, bellyache bush, gamba grass, 
neem, grader grass, snakeweed and devil’s claw

Notable 2019-20 NRM activities
The Gulf Savanna was a key area for delivery 
of the Regional Land Partnership project, 
Protecting Native Vegetation and Biodiversity 
as Good Pastoral Business. TNRM worked to 
foster and develop networks with pastoral land 
managers through property visits, social media 
campaigns, electronic newsletters, consultation and 
collaboration with industry bodies. TNRM hosted 
an industry symposium ‘Pastoral Property Values, 
Lending Practices and Land Condition’ in Katherine 
in March 2020. The event attracted 46 land 
managers from the region who heard from industry 
experts and discussed pathways to better protect 
and enhance the value of land assets in current and 
future markets. 

In October 2019, TNRM secured additional funding 
through the Australian Government’s National 
Landcare Program to continue the eradication 
of cats from West Island. This allowed TNRM to 
work with Mabunji Aboriginal Resource Indigenous 
Corporation and Desert Wildlife Services for a 
tenth consecutive year in cat control on the island. 
Project works were slightly delayed due to travel 
restrictions, and the three organisations are still 
striving to achieve a cat free status on the island.

Arid Lands
Climate
Semi-arid

Size and 
population
Makes up nearly 
half of the NT’s land 
mass and is home 
to 19% of the NT’s 
population, with 
more than 85% of 
land classified as 
very remote. 55% is Aboriginal freehold land.

Regional profile

Part of Australia’s iconic Red Centre and a region 
of extraordinary geological landforms and diverse 
habitats 

Conservation
23% of the Arid Lands is protected areas, 95% of 
this is Indigenous Protected Areas

Major feral animals and weeds
Camels, horses, donkeys, cats, foxes, rabbits, athel 
pine, cacti, parkinsonia, rubber bush

Notable 2019-20 NRM activities 
TNRM continued to work with stakeholders to 
deliver three projects in the Arid Lands region 
to protect and improve threatened species 
conservation. TNRM engaged the NT Government 
Flora and Fauna Division, the Central Land Council 
ranger groups, and other stakeholders in a series of 
planning sessions, consultations and workshops to 
prepare for implementation of on-ground activities, 
many of which had to be deferred due to COVID-19.

Funding from the Australian Government Smart 
Farms Small Grants program supported TNRM 
to host a three day ‘Natural Processes Erosion 
Control’ workshop in Alice Springs. Twenty nine 
people attended the event which formed part 
of TNRM’s NT Soil Consortium. The majority of 
participants have been engaged through NT Soil 
Consortium projects since 2018, building capacity 
and knowledge of how to best manage soils in their 
region and correct local erosion problems.
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Executive Summary
Territory Natural Resource Management (TNRM) acknowledge the Traditional 
Custodians of the land on which we all work and live, and recognise their 
continuing connection to land, water and community. We pay respect to Elders 
past, present and emerging.

This year has been one of continued organisational development and 
consolidation of project delivery for TNRM. It has been a positive year in all 
aspects of our performance. We’re in a strong financial position, our projects 
funded through the Australian Government’s Regional Land Partners are 
well under way, our reputation as a facilitator of important natural resource 
management projects is growing, and our signature events, the TNRM 
Conference and NT NRM Awards which bring the NRM community together, 
were our biggest and most successful yet.

2020 brought with it an extraordinary challenge, the start of a global pandemic 
with impacts on every part of society and the economy. TNRM responded to the 
challenges of COVID19 by ensuring our staff could work in a healthy and safe 
way, doing our part to minimize the risk COVID19 spread and ensuring business 
and project continuity as much as possible. Between March and June, we closed 
the office for a short period and changed practices, we reduced staff hours and 
worked from home, and experimented with new ways to stay connected with our 
partners and stakeholders.

Looking forward, we will be working closely with our project partners to catch 
up on any disrupted activities and we will continue to pursue opportunities for 
diversification and increasing investment in the management of our natural 
resources. 

A snapshot of achievements is featured in the following pages of our 2019-2020 
Annual Report. The achievements captured in the report would be possible 
without the efforts and commitment of our project partners or the hard work of 
the TNRM team. Thank you to everyone who has contributed to TNRM’s growth 
and successful project delivery over the past year. 

Special acknowledgement to the Australian Government’s National Landcare 
Program project delivery team, who have worked beside us and supported us 
throughout the year.
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2019-20 Highlights

500 SIX 316
kilometres
road corridors 
surveyed for gamba 
grass in West 
Arnhem Land

creating cool season 
burn mosaics to 
protect sandstone 
heath vegetation

57,000
hectares

Fine scale fire applied to 

soil symposium 
events attracted 267 
attendees where 21 
presenters discussed 
improved soil 
management practices 

people attended NT 
NRM awards night to 
celebrate dedicated 
land managers from 
across the NT and 
their achievements

400 9453752
attendees buffaloindigenous

Farmers

4,000,000
hectares

participated in 14 
workshops hosted by 
TNRM to plan and 
build capacity for 
NRM

removed from 
waterways in Arnhem 
Land escarpment 
region

ranger groups 
and organisations 
participated in project 
activities

adopted sustainable 
soil management 
practices over 

270 6641
1facebook Individualsat remote sites 

conducting vegetation 
surveys and 
monitoring project 
sites 

150Days

TNRM staff spent 

posts reached 2270 
followers

representing over 200 
organisations attended 
TNRM events

data collection 
tool developed 
for bilby 
surveys

modelling tool 
developed to 
demonstrate 
gamba spread
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National Landcare program 
and TNRM Regional Land 
Partnership program delivery
TNRM is contracted by the Australian 
Government to deliver Regional Land 
Partnership Program services in the Northern 
Territory up until 2023. Core delivery objectives 
are to:

• maintain currency and monitor progress 
of the NT Natural Resource Management 
Plan capturing local community aspirations 
for the NT’s natural environment;

• communicate information on natural 
resource management, and engage and 
support NT communities to deliver NRM 
outcomes contributing to strategies of the 
NT NRM Plan and relating to Australian 
Government investment priorities;

• support the participation of community 
groups including Landcare, Indigenous 
communities and organisations, farmers 
and industry in delivery of Regional Land 
Partnership projects, and

• design, coordinate, implement, monitor 
and report on Regional Land Partnership 
projects.

This year, TNRM engaged more than 
80 organisations, consulting with 40 key 
groups regarding NRM Plan updates, and 
subcontracting 18 organisations to undertake 
project services. TNRM also collaborated with 
key organisations to plan project methodology 
and monitoring, and successfully worked 
to align project delivery with core activities 
of stakeholder and partner organisations 
enhancing on-ground outcomes and 
maximising program delivery efficiency.

TNRM partnered with community organisations 
in the progression of six Regional Land 
Partnership (RLP) projects; delivered two 
National Landcare Smart Farms Small Grants; 
and secured funding from the Department of 
Agriculture, Water and the Environment for 
a further three grants supporting increased 
adoption of best practice sustainable 
agriculture.

The year marked completion of second year 
delivery for most RLP projects. The onset 
of COVID-19 and associated biosecurity 
restrictions required adaptions to the delivery 
of workshops and training, and limited much of 
the field work to very localised areas. TNRM 
project officers were kept busy maintaining 
engagement with project partners and 
rescheduling important field work around 
limited travel opportunities expected in the 
latter part of the year. 
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Protecting the Extraordinary 
Natural Values of the Northern 
Territory’s Top End

This project is a five year regional approach to 
protecting priority assets in the West Arnhem and 
Kakadu region from the impacts of invasive weeds, 
feral animals and destructive fires. The seven 
million hectare project area is made up of a variety 
of landscapes from stone country plateaus and 
rugged escarpments to savanna woodlands, vast 
wetlands, floodplains and coastal mangroves.

Project aims are to:

• prevent the spread of gamba grass and other 
priority weeds into Kakadu World Heritage 
Area (WHA), Ramsar wetlands and Western 
Arnhem Land; 

• manage buffalo and other priority feral animals 
to reduce impacts on WHA, Ramsar wetlands 
and Arnhem Land sandstone plateau;

• support fire management to improve the 
condition of selected areas of Arnhem Land 
sandstone plateau;

• increase community awareness about threats 
to WHA, Ramsar wetlands and Arnhem Land 
sandstone plateau values; 

• support collaborative planning and action to 
manage threats (weeds, feral animals, severe 
fires), environmental degradation and weed 
spread; and 

• strengthen and develop strong regional 
partnerships and shared goals to increase 
collaborative and integrated approaches to 
invasive species management in the region.

A key to the success of the project is the 
strengthening of natural resource management 
collaboration between neighbouring stakeholder 
groups in the region. TNRM facilitated discussions 
on the sharing of resources and coordination of 
control activities; and organised several regional 
planning, training and workshop events. This year, 

biosecurity restrictions limited opportunities for 
collaborative activities, and the majority of those 
conducted were delivered by nine Indigenous 
ranger groups within their own areas of operation. 
Significantly, the majority of planned activities 
for the year were completed despite COVID_19 
adding a complexity to project delivery. 

This project is supported by Territory Natural Resource 
Management, through funding from the Australian 
Government’s National Landcare Program.

Key project outputs for 2019-
2020 include:
• gamba grass surveys conducted along 

the majority of major road corridors in 
West Arnhem region;

• aerial control targeting buffalo, pigs, 
cattle and horses conducted across 
180,000 ha removing feral animals 
from creek lines in stone country and 
sandstone heath areas immediately east 
of Kakadu National Park; 

• early burning to implement fine scale fire 
outcomes over 10,000 ha in sandstone 
heath undertaken by Jawoyn Rangers in 
the southern project regions; 

• 7,775 ha managed for gamba grass and 
mimosa, with an additional 3,200 ha of 
follow-up control; and

• simulation tool demonstrating potential 
spread of Gamba grass developed to 
enhance project understanding and 
communication.

RLP1
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Delivery of the ‘Protection of native vegetation and 
biodiversity as good pastoral business’ project 
has accelerated in its second year. Key remaining 
elements include communicating with pastoral 
producers to build awareness and capacity for 
best practice management of native vegetation, 
strengthening the community-of-practice around the 
long standing Territory Conservation Agreements 
(TCA) program, and trialing new initiatives to 
enhance the sustainability and prosperity of Territory 
pastoral enterprises. The project team emphasis 
is ‘getting out onto properties’ and engaging with 
producers in the field. 

The team continued promotion of key messages 
relating to pastoral sustainability through infographics 
disseminated through both social and print media, 
and a number of project-relevant conversations with 
experts were distributed as downloadable podcasts 
making key messages more accessible to producers. 
TCA Muster, a quarterly periodical of shared 
experiences and insights between pastoral producers 
implementing conservation on their properties, was 
also launch as a peer-to-peer learning tool. 

During the year, TNRM commenced discussions with 
agency partners on benchmarking sustainability in 
the pastoral industry leading to a pastoral industry 
symposium held in Katherine, titled ‘Pastoral land 
values, lending practices and land condition’. 
The event was of great interest to producers and 
it attracted representatives from more than 20 
Northern Territory pastoral businesses to better 
understand how property markets and agricultural 
finance mechanisms should inevitably drive 
greater sustainability in pastoral land management. 
Feedback from this event was very positive. 

Another priority of the program has been updating 
and enhancing of TCA monitoring. This has meant 
getting out into the paddocks with land holders and 
establishing more systematic monitoring regimes 
to track program outcomes including vegetation 
transects, water quality monitoring, and UAV aerial 
mapping to create orthomosaics at reference sites. 
Through this process, project team members have 
had the opportunity to spend time with landholders, 

Key project outputs for 2019-
2020 include:
• an agreement on management regimes 

to protect over 21,000 ha of native 
vegetation from wildfire; 

• revisiting native vegetation monitoring 
sites on seven pastoral properties; 

• development of a series of infographics 
providing tips on best practice native 
vegetation management for pastoralists, 
and engagement of pastoral land 
managers through social and electronic 
media, and 

• continued support for maintenance of 
Territory Conservation Agreement sites on 
27 pastoral properties.

learn more about their management systems and 
improve understanding of how change in their 
protected natural habitats can be tracked. 

In March 2020, TNRM was funded through the 
Australian Government’s Smart Farms Small Grants 
to conduct an extensive review of TCA business 
and ecological outcomes through the ‘Better Beef’ 
project. The project team has also entered into a 
significant partnership with a pastoral property aimed 
at changing practices to better manage fire risks to 
native vegetation and productivity. 

Although the COVID-19 lockdown held up 
fieldwork for a few months, the team successfully 
switched to implementing a telephone survey of 
producers to explore their priorities for building 
enterprise resilience and sustainability. This 
industry consultation provided a valuable insight 
into current pastoral priorities and highlighted some 
clear program opportunities to strengthen industry 
sustainability. 

This project is supported by Territory Natural Resource 
Management, through funding from the Australian 
Government’s National Landcare Program.

Protection of native vegetation 
and biodiversity as good 
pastoral business RLP2
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Protecting the 
Central Australian 
cabbage palmRLP4

TNRM has been contracted under the Australian 
Government’s National Landcare Program to 
deliver this four year project to improve knowledge 
on the condition of the Central Australian cabbage 
palm and, in collaboration with parks staff, 
Indigenous rangers and Traditional Owners, 
implement strategic actions to prevent further 
population decline.

Using data obtained from surveys of two palm 
populations in Ntaria, TNRM worked with 
Indigenous rangers and Northern Territory 
Government, (NTG) Flora and Fauna staff to 
prioritise management actions to protect Ntaria 
palm populations. Field work planned for this 
year included actions to manage buffel grass 
infestations and fire regimes negatively affecting 
palm populations, as well as a survey of palm 
populations in the Finke Gorge National Park. 
All 2020 field work was cancelled after the onset 
of COVID-19 and it is anticipated the project 
will regain momentum in 2021 with a planning 
workshop in Hermannsburg scheduled for 
November 2020. 

This project is supported by Territory Natural 
Resource Management, through funding from 
the Australian Government’s National Landcare 
Program. 

Key project outputs for 2019-
2020 include:
• a survey report of Ntaria palm 

populations that was completed and 
shared with stakeholders; and 

• updated information on palm population 
health outside national parks, 
quantifying the extent of the species and 
updating current threats to the stand 
of the endangered and rare palm, as 
detailed in the survey report. 
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The critically endangered central rock-rat 
(Zyzomys pendunculatus) is found only in a 
restricted range of high rugged mountains in 
Central Australia in the Tjoritja / West MacDonnell 
National Park and Haasts Bluff Aboriginal 
Land Trust. With funding from the Australian 
Government’s National Landcare Program, TNRM 
is working with Traditional Owners, Indigenous 
Rangers, National Parks staff, scientists from the 
Flora and Fauna Division of the NT Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources, Australian 
Wildlife Conservancy and the Alice Springs Desert 
Park to improve the trajectory of the central rock-
rat through monitoring and active management.

This project aims to expand the understanding 
of the area of occupancy of the species through 
systematic camera trapping for rock-rats. Proactive 
fire management practices will be enacted with 
Indigenous rangers and Parks rangers to protect 
critical rock-rat habitat and feral cat baiting will be 
implemented throughout the West MacDonnell 
ranges. Monitoring will determine effectiveness of 
management options for species protection.

This year two additional sites, the range of Mount 
Edward and the bottom north-facing side of Mount 
Sonder, were identified for central rock-rat surveys 
and fire management through a participatory 
planning process at a workshop held in November 
2019. The group identified Mount Edward in 
Haasts Bluff Aboriginal Land Trust as a priority 
area to survey for central rock-rats. A small number 
of cameras had previously been set in a relatively 
restricted site in the area and these detected the 
species in 2013 and 2017, however no surveys 
have been undertaken since. TNRM is planning 
in collaboration with Central Land Council staff, 
Anangu Luritjiku rangers and Traditional Owners 
for broad camera trapping survey to occur in 2021. 

Key project outputs for the year 
included:
• TNRM hosted a planning and knowledge 

sharing event for stakeholders engaging 
21 individual participants from 7 
organisations; 

• creation of a training video and booklet 
for Papunya rangers to replace face-to-
face training cancelled due to COVID-19 
restrictions; and 

• TNRM facilitated conversations with 
relevant stakeholders on the potential 
for captive breeding and translocation 
of the species to establish an ‘insurance 
population’.

This year camera trap survey data was collected 
from Mount Leichhardt, and from feral cat baiting 
trial areas in Tjoritja / West MacDonnell National 
Park, and information gained will be used to 
determine the success of baiting and prioritise 
areas for fire management. Cameras did not 
detect any presence of central rock rats in the Mt 
Leichardt surveys. Images retrieved from camera 
traps showed fewer cat detections on cameras 
after baiting, but central rock-rat detections in 
some sites were also slightly lower. Extensive 
wildfire and unfavourable conditions for growth 
of native vegetation is likely to have impacted 
rock-rat populations. Baiting is continuing in 
2020-2021 and, combined with higher rainfall, will 
hopefully benefit the rock-rat. Further monitoring 
will provide data to enable analyses to determine 
the effectiveness of feral cat control as a protection 
measure for the central rock-rat.

This project is supported by Territory Natural 
Resource Management, through funding from 
the Australian Government’s National Landcare 
Program. 

Protecting the Central 
rock-rat and Arid Zone 
Threatened Species RecoveryRLP5
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Protecting the habitat of the 
greater bilby through the Arid 
Lands of Central AustraliaRLP6

The greater bilby (Macrotis lagotis) is the largest 
of the bandicoots and is listed as vulnerable in the 
Northern Territory. The species has disappeared 
from over 80% of its former range due to loss of 
habitat, predation by cats and foxes, changed 
fire regime, and competition with introduced 
herbivores. In the Northern Territory, the greater 
bilby (“bilby”) occurs in the Arid Zone of Central 
Australia. With funding from the Australian 
Government’s National Landcare Program, 
TNRM is working closely with Traditional Owners, 
Indigenous Rangers and Central Land Council 
staff to improve the trajectory of greater bilby. 
TNRM will collaborate closely with ranger groups 
to support activities that are likely to protect the 
habitat of the bilby and reduce threats from feral 
animals and surveys will be undertaken at key 
sites and areas that have not been researched 
for decades. In addition to on-ground activities, 
on-going monitoring will help detect impacts from 
management activities and local and regional plans 
will be produced through participatory processes. 

Two workshops held in late 2019 provided 
opportunities for training and planning project 
activities. In October, TNRM ecologist gave a 
presentation at the Warlu planning workshop 
held in Kalkaringi and encouraged groups to 
consider bilby habitat and populations in their fire 
planning. A second workshop, hosted by TNRM, 
was held in Alice Springs in November where 
ranger groups and Traditional Owners shared 
their knowledge and mapped known bilby and 
feral animal occurrences. Experts from Western 
Australia also attended and discussed successful 
bilby monitoring, fire and feral animal management 
being used in WA. This exercise led to site 
identification for 2020 bilby surveys and field trips 
that have had to be deferred due to COVID-19 
restrictions. 

Key project outputs for 2019-
2020 include:
• two workshops allowing land managers 

to share knowledge on bilby occurrence 
and management;

• engagement with eight ranger groups, 
CLC IPA coordinators and land 
management officers, NTG Flora 
and Fauna staff and other regional 
stakeholders;

• creation of a booklet to support fieldwork 
and, and with identification of bilby 
signs; and

• development of an app for bilby surveys 
titled Quickcapture which assists in data 
capture and standardisation from aerial, 
plot and transect surveys for bilby

Although it has not been possible to commence 
on-ground management, the project has enabled 
TNRM to form a strong relationship with the 
Central Land Council and associated Indigenous 
Ranger groups and Traditional Owners from across 
the bilby’s NT range. Having open communication 
and a good relationship will be vital to the success 
of this project.

This project is supported by Territory Natural 
Resource Management, through funding from 
the Australian Government’s National Landcare 
Program.
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In October 2019 TNRM was issued a work order 
to undertake additional activities on West Island in 
the Gulf of Carpentaria to remove what is thought 
to be the last remaining feral cat/s. Three trips to 
the island established camera trapping surveys 
.Transect surveys were also conducted looking 
for cat tracks and leg trapping was undertaken 
where their presence was identified. The project 
will be extended for a further six to twelve months 
due to COVID-19 disruption supporting one last 
round of aerial baiting and redeployment of Felixer 
grooming traps.

This project is supported by Territory Natural 
Resource Management, through funding from 
the Australian Government’s National Landcare 
Program. 

Key project outputs for 2019-
2020 include:
• three field trips to West Island involving 

Li- Anthawirriyarra Sea rangers, 
Traditional Owners, wildlife consultants 
and local school students and staff; 

• 22 camera traps set up on the island 
for two months which confirmed the 
presence of one ginger cat; 

• Felixer grooming traps deployed where 
cat sign was confirmed; 

• small mammal surveys undertaken 
at four sites resulted in capture of six 
delicate mice and eight Melomys trap 
success 9.3 native mammals per 100 
trap nights.

West Island Feral Cat 
Eradication - Dealing 
with the last feral catsRLP7
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Throughout the year TNRM 
hosted and partnered with other 
organisations to raise awareness 
and engage the NT community in 
natural resource management. 

TNRM hosted the NT landcare awards on behalf 
of Landcare Australia. 106 representing 36 
organisations gathered at Browns Mart Theatre 
to celebrate NT community and individual 
contributions to caring for our land. This year saw 
strong nominations for seven award categories

The Finniss Reynold catchment group was 
formed in response to a need for collaborative 
management of invasive species in the Finniss 
Reynolds floodplain region. Funding was provided 
for coordination and on ground management 
of invasive species in the catchment from 2013 
to 2017, since that time TNRM has remained 
in contact with land managers of the region, 
encouraging collaboration and strategic 
management of mimosa and feral pigs and 
coordinating training and workshop opportunities. 
This year TNRM project officers have continued 
to support activities of the Finniss Reynolds 
Catchment Group facilitating 3 meetings 
throughout the year. As well as discussions 
on mimosa and feral pig management, TNRM 
Regional Agricultural Landcare Facilitator and 
project team promoted integrated natural resource 

management throughout the catchment introducing 
speakers from CDU to present on implications 
of long neck turtle research; Department of 
Primary industry and resources representatives 
providing an update on Rum Jungle rehabilitation, 
and presenters leading discussions on fire and 
gamba grass management. The meetings were 
well represented by various stakeholder sectors 
including indigenous organisations, Research 
and training institutes , NT and local government, 
pastoral properties, indigenous rangers groups 
private land holders and Agribusiness. Over 40 
land managers attended meetings throughout the 
year. 

TNRM also collaborated with land councils, Parks 
Australia and other organisations in the delivery of 
major workshops for indigenous rangers. TNRM 
supported fire management planning which took 
place at The Bowali Centre in Jabiru as part of the 
West Arnhem Land Fire Management strategy. 
Three TNRM staff members helped deliver a 
two day workshop working with Mimal, Jawoyn, 
Wardekken, Djelk, Adjumarlarl, Yugul Mangi ranger 
groups to incorporate planning for habitat and 
biodiversity into annual fire and carbon abatement 
plans. As previously noted in central Australia 
TNRM ecologist was invited by Central Land 
Council to present at Warlu fire planning meeting 
held in Kalkaringi. The presentation was designed 
to encourage rangers and traditional owners to 
look at differnet options for burning and protection 
of habitat for threatened species.

Engaging the community
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In August, TNRM were invited to run weeds 
biocontrol workshop sessions as part of the 
3-Day-long Working on Country Ranger Forum 
on Kenbi ranger country, half an hour west of 
Darwin by ferry. Attended by over 300 rangers, 
this forum brought together land and sea rangers 
operating in various parts of the Top End, reaching 
from the Kimberly to Cape York and even Papua 
New Guinea. The workshop sessions were run 
throughout the day time in a tent next to the 
camping area, with each 45-minute slot covering 
the basics of how biocontrol works to manage 
weeds through taking advantage of a given weed 
species’ natural enemies. Around 80 rangers 
came through the biocontrol tent during the forum, 
with many interesting and thoughtful questions 
asked about the aquatic, herbaceous and woody 
weed samples on display and how the biocontrol 
agents operated on them. The natural enemies 
could be seen causing loss of weed vigour (e.g. 
shorter, less healthy plants, producing fewer 
seeds or propagules), overall leading to reduced 
invasiveness of the weed – a handy thing in 
remote situations where weed management is 
constrained by such aspects as limited seasonal 
access, fluctuations in resources, and lack of 
precise knowledge about weed distribution in the 
landscape. 

TNRM was funded through Australian Government 
Smart Farm small grants program to continue 
delivery of the NT Soil Consortium. The project 
encouraged everyone who has an interest in 
the land and their soil to become involved in the 

activities and discussions held throughout the 
project. The advantages of peer-to-peer and farm-
to-farm learning was the basis of the consortium. 
These activities included: soil symposiums, natural 
process erosion control course, a biofertiliser 
course, and Digging deeper course. Over 275 
people attended course event’s gaining an 
understanding of how to manage soil to ensure 
productivity and sustainability. 

Darwin Harbour Clean-Up
TNRM once again was a partner in the annual 
Darwin Harbour clean up organising media 
promotion for the event and assisting on the day 
of the clean-up. The event coordinated by Larrakia 
Nation was supported with funding from City of 
Darwin, Conoco Phillips, INPEX-operated Ichthys 
LNG and TNRM. 

130 people registered for the tenth Darwin Harbour 
Clean-Up collecting 1.36 tonnes of rubbish from 
the harbour foreshores, with the most common 
items being lost crab pots, fishing line and broken 
camping gear. The main takeaway message from 
the clean-up is raise awareness of our harbour 
resources and effect of rubbish ending up in the 
sea and to encourage everyone to bin it or take it 
with you,’

Throughout the year TNRM hosted and partnered 
with other organisations to raise awareness and 
engage the NT community in natural resource 
management. 
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3day 
event

delegates 
attended the

292
delegates attended 
the presentation day

316
guests celebrated 
NRM achievements 
at the prestigious  

NT NRM Awards 
gala dinner

500

10workshops

15 Poster 
Presentations

16
Podium 
Presentations

56
workshop 
Presentations

8 Information 
displays

organisations, businesses, community groups, 
government departments participated, including

140 5 NT Schools

24
from across the NT 
participated

Ranger groups

Delegates valued the networking opportunities 
the conference provided as well as the breadth 
of topics and projects presented through 
presentations and interactive workshops.

Conferences and Awards
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The 2019 TNRM Conference and NT NRM Awards 
saw us reach record attendance numbers across 
the suite of workshops, field trip, presentations and 
Awards Gala Dinner guests.

TNRM hosted more than 500 delegates from across 
the Territory, and further afield, 12-14 November at 
the Charles Darwin University Waterfront Campus, 
and the Darwin Convention Centre.

There was a high level of participation and 
contributions and the three day event, the only 
natural resource management gathering of its 
kind in the Territory, was delivered in collaboration 
with TNRM members, project partners, industry 
colleagues, award nominees and event sponsors; 
and was a major success. 

The conference program covered a broad range of 
topics and gave important insight into emerging best 
practices for mine site rehabilitation and work being 
undertaken to protect natural and cultural assets. It 
highlighted local produce, sustainable farming and 
biosecurity, as well as the diverse work carried out 
by ranger groups across the Northern Territory.

The conference also provided plenty of opportunities 
for valuable face-to-face networking, sharing and 
learning.

During the NT NRM Awards ceremony 316 guests 
warm-heartedly celebrated the achievements of 
the individuals and groups who champion nature 
conservation and farming for the future. The 
conference and awards showcase and advance 
activities related to sustainably managing the 
Territory’s land, water and biodiversity.

2019 Award Winners
Award Category Winner Sponsor

Best Collaboration in NRM 
Award

Sea Swift & East Arnhem Regional 
Council

NTG Department of Primary Industry 
& Resources and the Department of 
Environment & Natural Resources

Farmers and Fishers 
Sustainability Award

Eva Valley Meats CDU School of Primary Industries

Environment and 
Conservation Award

Sandra Kendell, Territory Tails TNRM

Research in Natural Resource 
Management Award

Charles Darwin University (CDU) / 
Tropical Turtle Group

Outback Helicopter Airwork NT

Sustainable Enterprise Award Malak Marketplace Inc. Northern Territory Airports

Indigenous Natural Resource 
Management Award

Mimal Land Management TNRM

Junior Natural Resource 
Management Award

Alawa Primary School Channel 9

Ranger of the Year Award Fred Hunter, Kakadu National Park Parks and Wildlife Commission 
of the NT as a division of the 
Department of Tourism & Culture

Lifetime Achievement Award Mandaka Marika - Dhimurru 
Aboriginal Corporation

TNRM

People’s Choice Award Alawa Primary School

12-14 November, Darwin2019 Conference

NT Natural 
Resource 
Management
Awa
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Chair (re-appointed 18 Oct 2018)
Clare Martin 
Clare brings many years 
of political and media 
experience to the position 
of Chair of TNRM. As a 
former Chief Minister of 
the Northern Territory 
she carried a range of 
portfolios: Treasurer, 
Police, Arts, Indigenous 
Policy and Tourism.

Prior to her political career, Clare was a journalist 
and broadcaster with the ABC.

As well as chairing TNRM, she is part of the 
Northern Territory government’s TeamNT, Chair of 
Museum and Art Gallery of the Northern Territory, 
Chair of the Project Control Group, Mental Health 
and Suicide Prevention Integration Project, Vice-
Chair of Cricket NT and a director of Browns Mart 
Arts.

Board attendance: 4/4

Deputy Chair (re-appointed 9 Jan 2019)
Kate Peake
Kate Peake is CEO of 
Regional Development 
Australia NT where she 
works to support the 

sustainable development 
of the Territory.

She is a member of 
a number of northern 
Australia representative 
bodies and is a former executive of the NT 
Horticultural Association.

A born and bred Territorian, Kate believes strongly 
in the need for locals to drive development through 
innovation and cross-sectoral collaboration.

Board attendance: 4/4

Public Officer (re-appointed 9 Jan 2019)
Ray Hall
Ray Hall is the owner of 
EcOz the NT’s largest 
environmental consultancy, 
and it is the only large 
locally owned and 
operated one. He has been 
working in the NRM and 
environmental field in the 
NT for more than 25 years.

His previous involvement 
with the Maningrida-based Djelk Rangers and the 
Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation was focussed on 
sustainable development and creating employment 
opportunities. Ray has also worked with the Landcare 
Council, regional councils and government.

Ray brings to the TNRM board a particular interest 
in the social and economic aspects of NRM.

Board attendance: 3/4

Finance and Audit Committee Chair  
(re-appointed 4 January 2018)
Sally Sullivan
Sally manages Cave 
Creek Station near 
Mataranka with her 
husband Rohan and his 
family. She moved to the 
Territory in 1987 as a Soil 
Conservation Officer in 
Darwin, Katherine and 
then Kidman Springs.

Sally is committed to 
sustainability in the cattle industry and brings to the 
Board a wealth of practical knowledge in weed and 
feral animal management, soil erosion control and 
conservation of native pastures, flora and fauna.

She has authored and edited a range of technical 
NRM publications and has held executive positions 
on the Roper River Landcare Group, Mataranka 
School Council and the NT State and Federal 
Councils of the Isolated Children’s Parents’ 
Association (ICPA).

Board attendance: 2/4

The Board
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Board member (re-appointed 1 Jun 2018)
Dr Stephen Rogers
Steve Rogers is the 
CEO of the Centre for 
Appropriate Technology 
(CFAT). Before that 
recently he was the 
Science and Industry 
leader at the Australian 
Institute of Marine Science 
in Perth. Previous roles 
include Principal Research 
Scientist with CSIRO Land and Water.

An experienced company director, Steve’s vision 
is to harness appropriate technological innovation 
to stimulate economic development across remote 
Australia.

Board attendance: 3/4

Board Member (re-appointed 18 May 2019)
Bilawara Lee
Aunty Bilawara is an Elder 
of the Larrakia Nation of 
Darwin and has lived in the 
Top End for more than 69 
years. She is the Larrakia 
Academic in Residence at 
Charles Darwin University. 
She is an international 
published author, and 
travels nationally and 
internationally teaching the ancient wisdoms of 
Aboriginal spirituality and healing. As a First Nations 
Elder she brings with her a strong commitment to 
balancing sustainable economic growth and the 
health and wellbeing of the land and environment.

Board attendance: 2/4

Board member (re-appointed 18 May 2019)
Rick Fletcher
Rick Fletcher has taken up the position of 
Manager - Regional Development South, 
overseeing Regional Development projects in the 
Land Council’s Southern service area, based in 
Katherine. Born and bred in Katherine NT, Rick is a 
highly respected businessman and an advocate for 

empowering Indigenous 
people to build a 
sustainable Indigenous 
economy. Rick joins the 
NLC from a previous 
role as Chief Executive 
Officer of the Kalano 
Community Association 
Inc. supporting the local 
governing Board over 
the past 8 years with the delivery of a broad range 
of social services and economic activity to the 
local Indigenous community of Katherine. His life 
and career have been influenced by a personal 
commitment to community empowerment, both 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous and has more than 
20 years of experience working within the public, 
private and community sectors.

Board attendance: 3/4

Board Member (appointed 3 May 2019)
Jane Munday
Jane brings an interest 
in socially and culturally 
sustainable development 
to the Board as well as a 
background in strategic 
communication. She has 
lived and worked across 
the Northern Territory 
for the past 25 years, 
including 10 years in 
senior government communication roles, then 
running a strategic communication consultancy, 
which she sold three years ago. She works 
part-time as a community engagement and 
social impact assessment practitioner with True 
North Strategic Communication. Jane is a PhD 
Candidate at the Northern Institute of Charles 
Darwin University, where she is researching 
models of social and cultural impact assessment 
of projects that would deliver socially, culturally, 
economically and ecologically sustainable 
‘development of the North’. She has qualifications 
in journalism, psychology, marketing and business 
administration and is a Graduate of the Australian 
Institute of Company Directors course.

Board attendance: 4/4
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The financial year ending 30 June 2020 saw 
TNRM successfully deliver a second year of 
services under the Regional Land Partnerships 
program. Between 1 July 2019 and 30 June 2020 
revenue from Regional Land Partnerships Program 
totalled $2,769,980; and government grants, event 
income and government support packages for 
COVID-19 boosted the total income for the year to 
$3,173,990. 

Beyond June 2020 to June 2023 a further $8.1M 
has been secured to date from Federal and State 
government program delivery.

TNRM has worked throughout the Northern 
Territory and across borders to engage the 
community and encourage participation in 
Regional Land Partnership programs and 
project interventions. Throughout the year 
TNRM partnering with 50 organisations and 
subcontracting 18 organisations to deliver project 
services and environmental outcomes.

The onset of COVID-19 prevented a significant 
amount of on-ground activities being undertaken 
as well as workshops and training events. This 
effectively reduced the amount of funding directed 
to the community with 19% of 2019-2020 funds 
($532,634) being invested in the community 
through the undertaking of activities funded under 
6 RLP projects. 

2019-2020 
Income sources

Table income summary for Regional Land 
Partnerships program 2019-2020 financial year or 
Activity Revenue type 

Regional Land Partnerships 
Core services delivery

$ 481,000

RLPMU03P1 Protecting the 
extraordinary natural values 
of the Northern Territory's 
Top End

$ 1,295.230

RLPMU03P2 Protection 
of native vegetation and 
biodiversity as good pastoral 
business

$ 420,000

RLPMU03P4 Protecting the 
central Australian cabbage 
palm

$ 45,000

RLPMU03P5 Protecting the 
Central rock-rat and Arid 
Zone Threatened Species 
Recovery Forum

$ 55,000

RLPMU03P6 Protecting the 
habitat of the Greater Bilby 
through the Arid lands of 
Central Australia

$ 398,750

RLPMU03P7 West Island 
Feral Cat Eradication - 
Dealing with the last feral 
cats

$ 75,000

Financial Overview

RLP1

Regional 
Land 

Partnerships 
Core services 

delivery

RLP2RLP2

RLP6RLP6

RLP7RLP7
RLP5

RLP4

Smart Farm 
Small Grants

TNRM Conference 
and Landcare awards 

Sponsorship
Other grants
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